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·WILL WE AWAl(EN?

I

N 1775 Patrick Henry, speaking before
the Virginia Convention, thundered: "It
is natural to man to indulge in the illusions of hope. We are apt to shut our eyes
against a painful truth, and listen to the song
of that siren till she transforms us into beasts.
Is this the part of wise men, engaged in a
great and arduous struggle for liberty1 Are
we disposed to be of the number of those who
having eyes see not, and having ears hear not,
the things which so nearly concern their temporal salvation 1 ... If we wish to be free,
if we mean to preserve inviolate those inestimable privileges for which we have been so
long contending, if we mean not basely to
abandon the noble struggle in which we have
been so long engaged, and which we have
pledged ourselves never to abandon-we must
fight!"
In his Farewell Address, George Washington said: '' The alternate domination. of one
faction over another, sharpened by the spirit
of revenge natural to party dissention, which
in different ages and countries has perpetrated the most horrid enormities, is itself a
frightful despotism. The disorders and miseries which result, gradually incline the minds
of men to seek security and repose in the absolute power of an individual; and sooner or
later the chief of some prevailing factionmore able or more fortunate than his competitors-turns this despotism to the purposes
of his own elevation, .on the ruvns of public
liberty."

Thomas Jefferson, in his first Inaugural
Address delivered March 4, 1801, said: '' Let
us then, with courage and confidence, pursue
our own federal and republican principles.
. . . A wise and frugal government, which
shall restrain men from injuring one another,
shall leave them otherwise free to . regulate
their own pursuits of industry and improvement, and shall not take from the mouth of
labor the bread it has earned. This is the sum
of good government; and this is necessary· to
close the circle .of our felicities.''
The maintenance of the sort of government
fought for by men like Patrick Henry and
George Washington is dependent upon the
active and intelligent participation of all its
citizens. This involves more than simply voting for candidates as they are put forward.
It means daily and constant par,t icipation in
the affairs of government. There can be no
good government without this participation.
Our country is suffering from a social disease. We shut our eyes against the painful
truth. The powerful criminal forces are
everywhere aligned with dishonest politicians . .
The Prohibition Law is practically nullified.
Extortioners exact money from honest business. Gangsters and their methods prevail
over the orderly processes of law. Why1 Because the American people have disregarded
the precepts of the men who fashioned our
Constitution and laid down the principles of
good government.
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-Eternal vigilance is the price of safety. We
-have not been vigilant and as a result we are
not safe. We have elected men to represent
us in city, county, state and federal office only
to find our largest municipalities bankrupt,
state governments shifting their obligations
to the federal government _and the federal
government unable to cope with the reign of
lawlessness by gangsters because they have
no power to intervene in local disorder.
Politics as practiced today is a matter of
concern to every good American. It is not
the affair of John Smith or Bill Jones. It is
your aff a;ir! Are you represented by a politician who is in league with the gangster, the
bootlegger, the kidnaper or any kind of Public Enemy? If you are, whose fault is it1 Is
it possible that these Public Enemies can be
thrown in jail only by federal officers through
income tax evasions 1
What is politics 1 Politics is the science and
art of government. If we elect to office honest
politicians it should necessarily follow that
we would have honest government. However,
an honest politician is not always an able one.
We present in this issue the story of a man
whom we believe to be the ablest politician in
America today. His honesty is unquestioned.
He is a known fighter and a man who inspires
the confidence of his fellow man. Without
doubt his name will go before the Democratic
National Convention in June as a possible
nominee for the Presidency of the United
States. If he is nominated by the Democratic
Party he will be elected President of the
United States.
Let us have a political awakening! If the
majority of the·people are in favor of the repeal of the Prohibition Law, let us repeal it by
Congressional election. There is no doubt
but that the evident inability to enforce this
law effectively has been the contributing cause
of the social disease from which our country
suffers. That it is not properly enforced is as
much your fa.ult as mine. It is not a popular
law and its continued violation by the bootlegger and the drinker has lessened our re-

spect for law and order and has demoralized
the agencies in whose hands enforcement has
been placed. Only by electing able and honest politicians can this situation beremedied.
Turn the rascals out! Must we see disaster
before us before we really act t If our government falls, it will fall of its own weight.
We need not fear an enemy from a distant
shore. If our present social system fails, it
will have failed because American citizens
have shirked their duty. You cannot satisfy
your conscience by pointing the finger of
scorn at any particular community. Lord
Bryce, who has recently made a study of
America, said: '' There is no denying that the
govermnent of cities is the one conspicuous
- failure in the United States . . . there is not
a c.ity with a population exceeding 200,000
where the poison germs have not sprung into
vigorous life.'' A sad commentary indeed!

It is not enough to expose dishonesty, graJt
or political corruption. The citizens of our
country m11St sit in judgment. If your representatives have succumbed to the opportunities and temptations of their office and have
proven unworthy of their trust, it is for you
to deal with them as an aroused and outraged
citizenry should. Vote bad men out and good
men in! Only where private citizens have
neglected their duty will public officials betray
their trust.
·what contribution are you making to preserve and maintain a form of good governmenU How long can we enjoy freedom without paying for it? Will you vote to preserve
the institutions created by our forefathers or
will you allow a vicious gangsterism to undermine a civilization with disease 7 ·what contribution are you going to make to the conventions of the two major political parties
who meet this June¥ Are you going to insist
upon men being named who possess the qualifications of leadership, men, who, like Lincoln,
will say,I WILL SAVE THE NATION!

J. C.H.
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Speaker of the House of Representatives
"The man who always keeps his promise"
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A BRIEF SKETCH OF "TEXAS JACK" GARNER
Born November 22, 1868, at Blossom Prairie, Red River County, Texas.
The present Speaker of the House of Representatives is the fourth of his name, John Nance
Garner, in a direct line and traces his ancestry back to the Garners and the Nances of
Virginia who settled in that Colony prior to the Revolution.
In 1842 the grandmother of "Texas Jack" moved to Texas from Tennessee with six smal I
children and sele.cted ·a homestead on the prairie south of Detroit, Texas, her husband
having died several years before this date.
The father of the Speaker is dead but his mother, at 82, is living and resides in Detroit,
Texas, as does two brothers and two sisters.
Early education secured in country school to which "Texas Jack" was forced to walk-a
matter of some three miles. One year at Vanderbilt University and he entered a private
law office in Clarkesville, Texas, the county seat of Red River County, to take up the study
of law.
Admitted to the bar in 1890 at the age of 22.
Began practice of law with Tully Fuller as partner at Uvalde, county seat of Uvalde County,
Texas.
November, 1895, married Miss Etty Rheiner, who had opposed his selection for the county
judgeship of Uvalde County a few years previous. Had been appointed to fill an unexpirEd
term as judge. Was elected for a second term but was defeated for a third term-the only
defeat by election of his career.
Elected to the State Legislature and attended his first session at Austin in 1898. Was reelected to a second term.
Nominated by the Democratic Party as candidate for Congressman from the Fifteenth Texas
district in 1902, and was opposed for the election by John C. Scott, whom he defeated
by a wide majority.
November 9, 1903, attended the extra session of the Fifty-eighth Congress called by
President Roosevelt.
Fifteen times without interruption the voters of his district have chosen "Texas Jack" as
their Representative.
Has been ranking minority member of the all-important Ways and Means Committee since
May, 1923, and was Aoor leader of the minority through the Seventy-first Congress.
Elected Speaker of the Seventy-second Congress.
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publican regime it must be ignited by other
UCCESS in politics, and in the broader,
than oratorical pyrotechnics. It must be
more humane sphere of constructive
statesmanship depends upon such di- · planted calmly and deliberately and with a
sense of logical respons-ibility. Picturesque
verse and contradictory qualities that it is
and flamboyant campaign pledges of a radical
of ten difficult to predict the degree of success
nature enforced by the exuberance of a prothat may attend upon any particular combinafessional spell-binder might very easily suction of these in an outstanding personality.
ceed in rocking the nation to its foundations,
It would seem as though the very qualities
and bring about such a devastating decrease
which endeared men like Roosevelt and Bryan
in international prestige and international
to the popular imagination worked for the decredit that our unemployment figures would
f eat of Smith; and that the calm, logical and
mount from eight to twenty millions in the
undemonstrative attributes of a Coolidge or a
course of a few weeks of intensive campaignHoover have no appeal at all when the nation
mg.
is in an expansive mood. Irrespective of
That the Hoover-Coolidge
party platforms and the ecopersonality-type is more in
nomic, social and political
"In the matter of experiharmony with the saner asviews of individual candipects of our national psyenced statesmanship Garner is
dates there is nearly always
chology in the present crisis
the additional psychological
probably superior to any of
only the hopelessly b 1 i n d
factor of temperament, of
the other candidates. In. his
would venture to dispute. In
mood.
long service in Congress he enso far as Hoover has reThe great majority of inmained unflamboyant, · u,ntelligent voters rightfully aljoyed an opportunity for a
spectacular in his handling
low themselves to be imfamiliarity with both domestic
of the economic dilemma he
pressed by platforms and
a n d international questions
has earned the admiration of
campaign pledges; but they
which none of the other canall intelligent citizens. It is
are usuallv more insistentmerely his intentions, his
and never ·so insistent as in a
didates could have."
syrn.pathies which are susperiod of national· upheaval
Phoenix, Arizona, Republic.
pect. The counts against him
-that the advocate of popare not that he is emotionally
ular and desired reforms be
himself a popular and desirable personality,
and temperamentally unstable and undependsomeone who by heritage and tradition and
able, but that he is too dependable for the comtemperament is instinctively sympathetic to
mon good. The vested interests and all the
numerous beneficiaries of entrenched and conthe pr«:lvailing emotional trend.
Assuming that this is so it should be both
solidated wealth have found that Mr. Hoover
profitable and interesting to e:x;amine the emocan be very dependable indeed. As a matter
tional temper of the American people at the
of sober fact the efficiency of the Republican
present moment, and to supplement this inregime in the matter of dependability has sufquiry with speculations as to what type of
f erf:}d so little diminishment in certain circles
candidate would be most likely to arouse a
that even the most confident Democrats are
widespread, contagious enthusiasm in 1932.
;YJlling to concede that Hoover will prove a
The psychological factors involved are comtormidable adversary in the forthcoming elecplex and various, but it is safe to assume at
tion.
the very beginning that Americans are not in
It seems apparent, then, tp.at what the coman expansive mood. A candidate of the
mon man emphatically feels an emotional
Bryan type would have no chance at all, for
need of..is a more friendly example of the balalthough thoroughgoing and even radical reanced, judicial type~someone who will proforms are needed, and will be insisted on, anytect American credit and American interests
thing theatrically experimental would merely - abroad in the interests of the American at
bring an increase of the prevailing gloom and
home, and at the same time enb_ance the interdepression. If a bomb must be exploded beests of the American .at home by refusing to
neath the unspeakable complacency of the Readvance the interests of tlrn entrenched doPage 7
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MR. AND MRS. JOHN N. GARNER
Attend a White House reception as Guests of
Honor of President and Mrs. Hoover
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mestic oligarchs. A niore friendly and more
should own his own home and land a:qd be, in
human trained executive; a more diligent and
a humble measure, an independent _;1ristocrat.
The original America was predominantly
sympathetic def ender of the ancient liberties.
A man who will use his head-but wisely
agrarian and our most cherished American
concepts are of agrarian origin. With the
and sympathetically and for the good of 'all.
Someone who will not shut his eyes to the sufpassing of the supremacy of the farmer in our
national life something was lost which we
fering and misery of millions ; who will work
have never completely regained and until we
steadily, c~mscientiously and sanely, without
flamboyant gestures, to decrease unemployregain it we will femain less free than our
forefathers, less happy and less proudly
ment, and lessen on every front the oppreshumble. . And it is just this note of sturdy
sive .tyrannies of entrenched wealth. Someone who will even have the courage and dis- _ agrarian independence which Garner would
restore to our national life.
cernment to smash all opposition as soon as it
Unlike Bryan, however, Garner is no mere
arises, and will not allow the forces of reacchampion of an obsolescent social hierarchy.
tion to gain even a momentary foothold.
He is aware that industrialism has triumphed,
For a candidate of this type, with these inthat industrialism will always remain the conevitable and desirable qualities there has
trolling force in American life, and his aim
arisen from all sections of the nation a deis not so much to diminish its aseendancy as
mand so insistent that it cannot be stilled, a
to transform its inherent nature by curtailneed almost pathetic in its -intensity, and in
ing the now almost limitless prerogatives and
the simple faith from which it has grown one
privileges of our financial overlords. ·
sees the shaping of an instrument of power
A more intelligently constructed tariff, a
that may -in the end sweep, away all opposiless squeamish levy on higher-bracket intion and insure the beginning of a new and
comes and above all, a curtailment of the
better social order.
Within both the Republican and Democratic · policy of excessive foreign loans and an
avoidance of international entanglements are
ranks there are doubtless many men of presia few of the steps in the program of re-rustidential calibre; but there are not more than
cation. For re-rustication in the modern
three or four men in America. who combine
realistic sense should mean the return of
the requisite c011Structive genius-with a temAmerica to the people who theoretically own
perament entirely in harmony with our curit, a return of Jeffersonian and Jacksonian
rent needs and aspirations. And of these
three or four the present Speaker of the
standards of individual fre-edom and liberty,
.,, the curtailment of the privileges now inve-sted
House is by all odds the most outstanding.
in large combines, a sane re-shifting of emIn John Garner's rise from the blind alley
phasis back to the homely agricultural virof local politics in an obscure district of a
tues, and a better break for the now hopestate which has always been under-privileged
.
industrially to the most it1fluential office in . lessly submerged farmers.
America's m,ost representative assembly there
John Garner's career has been marked by a
consistency of purpose that has few political
is something enormously inspiring. It was a
rise accompanied by no spectacular flourishes · parallels, and it is no exaggeration to say that
and cheap political concessions to powerful
it is only when one compares the earlier with
interests. From the beginning Garner was a
the later Lincoln and the ardent lad that was
Roosevelt ,with the fiery smasher of trusts'
relentless enemy of everything vague and evasive and insincere. And in the quiet, steady
and political toadies and humbugs that one
ascent from obscurity to power over a period
finds an analogous steady gtowth of directed
and purposeful accomplishment.
of thirty years of this representative of
Like Jefferson and Lincoln, Garner stemmed
humble .men it is possible to trace the beginnings of a new note in our national life, a
from the soil and had the soil in his blood.
note as individual, as redolent of the soil and
And like Lincoln, he was a descendant of men
as limitless in its promise of future benefits
and women who had deliberately, in the inas that which entered our national heritage
terest of what they regarded as the d~c.tates
with the advent of Jeffersonian democracy.
of duty and the .conscience-imposed obligation
For like Jefferson, Garner is agrarian in
to share in the development of a new land,
made enormous sacrifices of wealth and social
his sympathi~s and inclinations. Beneath the
astute financier-there is no abler economist
prestige. The family was a very ancient one,
in the House--the master of legal form and
having settled in Virginia prior to the RevproceduTe, there resides a farmer-kindly,
olution, but they respo:Q.ded early to the
unpretentious, homespun, if you will, but by
West's plea for settlers and left behind them
no means uncouth. For the American farmer
much that would have contributed to the
was not originally an uncouth fellow at all.
amenities of living to seek precarious shelter
He was originally a gentleman, a cultivated
in an undeveloped territory.
In the days of Garner's 'grandparents
gentleman, and Jefferson's dream was of an
ideal republic qf farmers in which every man
Texas was virgin territory, and the isolation
Page 9

New members of the 72nd Congress -ta ke
the oath. Speaker Garner presiding

of the early settlers was a challenge to all the
latent heroism in even the most timid. But
Garner's forebears were men of perseverance
and enterprise, and they were not content to
remain merely precariously attached to their
new home. They prospered and sent root&
deep into its perilous soil; and Jack Garner
was born into a world that regarded him with
affection and pride. In the little settlement
of Blossom Prairie the Garners were wellthought-of members of the community and the
future Speaker of the House was very early
in his career called upon to uphold the family
traditions of industry and thrift.
His youth was a struggle under what may
be described as kindly but persistent parental
control. He learned the three R's as Lincoln
learned them, laboriously and painfully, under the guidance of his mother and aunt. As
a child he was sickly and incapable of prolonged endurance, but in his middle teens he
grew gradually stronger and with the advent
of manhood he · had attained to more than
ordinary powers of physical endurance. His
adolescent years paralleled in their development that of the majority of young Texans of
two or three generations ago. He spent many
hours in hard riding, in exploration, in hunting and in Indian trading.
Yet these were merely avocations. Most of

those eager early years were industriously
utilized in helping to develop his family's
property. He worked vigorously about the
farm and developed into an extremely efficient
planter and stock tender. In his early boyhood he also attended a na:tive school.
Even to-day in many sparsely settled sections of Texas schools are primitive and undeveloped and ill-adapted to serve the needs
of .e ager youth; but fifty years ago the educational facilities of the state were so meagre
as to be almo.st negligible. Garner was· compelled to walk four or five miles daily to acquire the rudiments of English grammar and
English and American history, and if he ever
had a secret yearning to absorb more elaborate knowledge-and it is · unlikely that so
alert and eager a boy was content with what
the rural curriculum had to offer-he was
compelled to apply himself industriously at
home during long, isolated evenings.
When Garner was about eighteen he journeyed into Tennessee, and spent a year at
Vanderbilt University. Tradition records
that he was a good scholar, a good fellow, a
wit and even something of a wag. Several
amusing stories concerning Garner's early
vicissitudes and struggles have survived the
years, but the one which perhaps gives the
most illuminating sidelight on the ready wit
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and subtle humor of the future Speaker pertains to a divinity which inevitably enters the
life of every youngster in his teens.
The divinity in question was Eros. Garner
was in love, and being a soulful youth and
eager to please, he knew of no better way of
displaying the high-minded nobility of his
passion than by accompanying the lady of his
choice to .a religious gathering. So one evening when a Bush Arbor Preacher was discoursing heatedly on the ways of the righteous
to a gathering of the local unsaved' young,
Garner fared forth with the young lady on his
manly, if tremulous, arm. But in the ensuing
crush and ex.citement he was somehow parted
' from his companion, and was compelled to
enter the meeting alone. His confusion and
distress were so apparent that the preacher
was quick to seize upon what he regarded as
a unique opportunity to rescue 'an
erring soul. ''Young man,'' he demanded, "have you heard the calH
Are you looking for Salvation 1''
''No,'' replied G a.r n e r tersely.
''I'm looking for Sal Jackson.''
Garner remained a year in Tennessee and then returned to Texas
to study law with a private concern in Clarksville. He applied
himself persistently, and was admitted to the bar at the age of 22.
He had already developed a pas- '
sionate interest in state and local
po 1 it i cs, but opportunities in
Clarksville, the county capital of
Red River county, were extremely
limited, and after due consideration he decided to migTate to the
larger town of Uvalde, which was
then a thriving county seat with
several thousand inhabitants. He
was also influenced in this decision
by considerations of health, the atmosphere of the low-lying Clarksville region being unsuitable to a
youth with delicate lungs.
In Uvalde he joined forces with
a young lawyer named Tully Fuller; and together they combined·
the business of dispensing legal advice with that of s a 1 v aging a
nearly-defunct newspaper. In a
short time Garner was a power in
the communitv. The law firm of
Full~r and Garner prospered and
grew, whilst the paper which they
had purchased increased in circulation and attai11ed a state-wide
sale. This paper, _the U v a 1 d e
Leader; was edited by Garner in
person. The caustic shrewdness and
native wit of the budding statesman @ Underwood
wa'.s daily evidenced in double columns of outspoken comment.

But Garner was not satisfied to remain a
mere local power. Politics was in the air;
Texas seethed with political and social unrest, and the demand for enterprising and
intelligent young law-makers was unprecedented. rrhe early history of Texas is familiar to every schoolboy, but few are aware of
the terrible ordeal through which the state
passed in the days of the Carpet-Baggers.
For nearly twenty years political achievement was at a standstill; needed reforms were
either incompetently and half-hearted1y carried out, or completely ignored and it was not
until 1880 that the majority of negro lawmakers were deposed and the first stirrings
of local and efficient self-govennnent began
to make themselves felt. Even in the nineties
Texas was still a youthful phoenix rising
from the ashes of post-war ruin, and such

•

J ohn N . G arn er, a,sho rt time after he had taken
th e oath of office as Speake r
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vital issues as Populism, free silver, the ballot system and the question of redistricting
agitated the minds of populace and politicians
alike.
It was in the midst of this formative maelstrom that the young Garner grew to political
manhood, acquiring by close observation an
intimate knowledge of how to handle critical
and · vital problems without gloves, directly
and effectively and honestly. Although he did
not participate himself in the seething struggles of the early nineties he had ample opportunities to sharpen his native faculties by perceiving how young and enthusiastic statesmen
handled the problems arising from the reconstruction of a new social order, and how little
the superfluous oratory and bombastic talk of
incompetents furthered the interests of constructive legislation.
Texas in the early nineties was in a position
of the utmost instability, and every new law
had to pass the acid test of workableness. The
falterers and pretenders were relegated to
political oblivion. To make one serious
blunder discredited a man for life and a flaw
in logic was a major crime. It is no wonder
that Garner acquired early in his career a
political alertness amounting to mastery, and
a directness of purpose that would brook no
hindrance.
Garner entered active politics by becoming
a member of the State Legislature. This
event took place in 1898. He had already
served a kind of political apprenticeship as a
local judge in Uvalde County, and when he

went to Austin he was not without experience
as to legislative procedure. With him to the
capital went his young bride and a two-yearold baby.
..
In his selection of a life-partner Jack Garner had followed no political precedent or
legal intuition, he had fallen head over heels
in love and had capitulated as lovers do, without so much as seriously consulting his head.
Yet in this case, as in many others, his emotions were unerring counselors, for certainly
no more capable or charming woman ever fell
to the lot of any man; and the assistance and
inspiration which her presence afforded him
was to prove a major factor in his subsequent
success.
Miss Etty Rheiner was a descendant of old
colonial stock, and hence especially responsive to the agrarian sincerity and simplicity
of her lawyer-wooer, and it did not take her
long to make up her mind that young Garner
needed someone to look after him permanently, if only to see that he did not die of
loneliness and neglect. Hence it ,vas that
when the young man came to Austin as a budding law-maker he was in no danger of succumbing to either of these maladies, which so
often prove fatal at the very start.
.
Garner's legislative ability attracted attention before he had been in the capital city a
month. Those who remember him in those
days say that he was as sure-footed and confident as any youngster in the assembly. He
seldom spoke, but when he did he always had
something interesting and effective to say.

Garner is greeted by Mrs. Woodrow Wilson on his
arrival at the Jackson Day Dinner in Washington
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Showing some of the gavels received
the new Speaker of the House

And his capacity for making friends then, as
now, was apparently limitless.
• He had hardly completed his first term before he was in intimate contact with some of
the most influential political leaders of the
state. A shrewd observer (The Gentleman at
the Keyhole) has summed up Garner's personal qualities very effectively in a recent issue of Collier's, and this discerning appraisal
of the Speaker of the House would have applied with equal aptness to the young lawmaker of that early Texas assembly:
"Garner has all the gifts that make a
powerful-legislator to a superlative degree.
He knows his own .m ind instantly and he has
the habit of being right. When he says anything you feel that it is the last word to be
said on the subject. His decisions are instantaneous with no 'pe:rhaps.' He is a keen

politician and an industrious legislator who
never gets lost· in details. In all around
ability, native intelligence, skill in handling
people he is without an equal."
There had grown up in Garner's mind a determination to represent his district in Congress. During his first term in the Legi:slature
he attended strictly to local politics and did
no.t confide his ambition ,to anyone, but during

by

his second term he characteristically set about
the accomplishment of the project in grim
earnest. By skillful political maneuvering he
had himself appointed to the re-districting ,
committee of the assembly and immediately
proceeded to assign to Uvalde County a representative of its own. H"e was justified in
doing this, for the population of the state had increased enormously and Texas was entitled
to more representatives at Washington. Garner was fearful, at first, that the House would
not back him in this audacious coup, but fortunately there was in the focal body at that
time a number of men with· sufficient kindliness and humor and local patriotism to put
Garner across. They admired his courage
and candor, for he made no attempt to conceal the fact that he wanted to serve the state·
in Washing-ton, and had done hIS level best
to make himself eligible by making Uvalde
County a separate district. Texas,, they felt,
needed men of the Garner stamp, and they
were convinced that his future career would
reflect credit not only on his. own county, but
upon the entire state. So Garner's suggestion 'was adopted, and after a strenuous fight,
during which he traveled hundreds of miles
and made hundreds of speeches and displayed
Page 13
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SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
Parade that followed the Democratic State Convention at which all factions
agreed on "Cactus Jack" Garner f~r the ·Democratic Presidential Nomination

all the untiring energy and eloquence of a
expediency. He made friends so that he could
young Lincoln he was the unanimous choice
enjoy the stimulations of distinguished thinkof his party at the nominating convention.
ing and the clash of divergent ideas, so that
From that moment his success was assured.
by sharing enthusiasms and interests other
The defeat of the Republican candidate was a
than his own he coul_d achieve a larger experimere technicality which could be depended
ence, and attain a more comprehensive knowlupon to follow as a matter of course.
edge of human nature; of how to handle men
In November, 1903, the ambitious young
sing·ly and in groups ; of the differences in
man found himself in Washington, the actemperament and outlook between Easterners
credited representative of a great party and
and Westerners, Congressmen and Senators,
on the first rung of a ladder which was to lead
radicals and reactionaries, disinterested
him undeviatingly upward. The platform
statesmen and men who were in Washington
upon which he had been elected was for that
merely because they thought Congress a kind
of glorified grab-bag into which they could
time both daring and radical and the young
plunge their greedy :fingers with impunity and
representative had pledged himself to a
course of action that was in all respects the
profit. But above all, Garner cherished
friendship for the solace it. afforded him in
complete contrary of stand-pat conservatism.
moments of depression and discouragement,
In accepting the nomination he had not hesitated to constructively attack Roosevelt, deand if he frequently benefited by what friends
claring that the latter had not gone nearly
could do for him he benefited others equally
by a sustaining faith in their capacities and
fari enough in his anti-trust crusade and as for
potentialities.
'
the tariff-well, everyone knows what the
Garner arrived in Washington during
Democrats thought about that in those days!
Roosevelt's first administration. It was at
A high protective tariff was an outrage, an
the fifty-eight Congress, convened on N ovemabomination which must be leveled at all
costs. And Garner did not lag behind his felber 9, 1903 that the young Texan was inlow party-members in castigating what to
ducted into the dutitis and responsibilities of
his office. From the very beginning he folhim was a menace to Texan prosperity and
lowed the proceedings with a passionate and
to the well-being of the humbler classes
absorbed interest, and although in the asthroughout the nation. And while the Demosignment of committees he was given a place
cratic attitude in this respect has become subon the comparatively unimportant Committee
stantially modified due to a profound change
on Railways and Canals he refused to let this
in economic trends where is the liberal who
initial lack of ·prominence discourage or dedoes not still honestly believe that a lower
press him.
tariff at the beginning of the century would
have increased the prosperity of the eommon
He did his work well, watched and learned,
man and substantially checked the mushroomand gradually he became known as the most
like overgrowth of industrial monopolies 7
energetic and capable member of the Texas
Garner shared the forthright and aggressive
delegation. The mtiasures which he advocated were for sorely needed concessions and
indignation of the Democratic party leaders
reforms, . and never for spectacular display,
in regard to such matters and with the generand his speeches were few and concisely
ous impetuosity of youth he did not hesitate
phrased. It was soon whispered about that
to openly attack the prevailing Republican
Garner was the antipodal antithesis of a mere
imperialism and Republican reciprocity.
oratorical "spouter," that he was one of ·
Yet it is a tribute to Garner's level-headedness and lack of Bryanesque theatricalism
those '' rare birds'' who hatched his chickens
that he did not aggressively air his views on
before counting them, and that like a true son
the street-corners of Washington. He had a
of the West he had a positive genius for
duty to perform, a solemn duty to his conknowing when silence was golden. And this
stituency and to Texas and he had the shrewdquality he has retained throughout the years.
ness to perceive that an unknown representa"Garner," · writes the Gentleman at the
tive from an obscure, newly-created district
Keyhole, in an issue of Collier's Weekly
of an under-privileged state could best serve
"plays the game with his eye always on the
ball. Every qne of his arts,, every bit of his
his party by modestly keeping his mouth shut
and his mind alert. He had a great deal to . knowledge is instantly at his .command. All
of his forces are in action at once. He is
learn, and he had the good sense to realize
that an unknown can accomplish .effective
intuitive and sees things that other men do
not see. He senses ideas as they are generatwork only when he has aequired sufficient
ing, and is aware of situations before they
mastery of his profession to inspire confihave formed."
·
dence in others. Almost as soon as he estabBy 1905 Garner had advanced to a position
lished himself in the capital he set about makof such prominence in the House that he was
ing friends.
To Garner the cementing of enduring
twice requested to take the chair. This honor
was of course a temporary one, but when a
friendships was more than a mere political
Page 15 ·

Probably the most popular place in Washington is the office of
Speaker Garner. Here he is shown entertaining some of the press
representatives with one of his famous stories

man has once held the Speaker's gavel in his
hand, if only for a few moments, his political
standing is immeasurably enhanced. It was
in this same year that. Garner engaged in his
:first long debate. Those who recall the circumstance-it was a battle to defeat the Republican currency bill-say that the young
Congressman displayed an amazing alertness
and knowledge of :finance.
·
In 1906 Garner succeeded in introducing
a11d putting through his first bill. And from
that time onward his participation in the active business of law-making was continuous
and unremitting. In the face of an ·almost
overwhelming opposition he succeeded in
making his presence and influence count. And
he achieved this by aligning himself enthusiastically with the most militant and courageous of the great Democratic War-Lords.
In the early years of the century and right
up to the advent of the modern insurgents
two gr·e at figures dominated the House. At
the head of the dominant Republican organization squatted-no other verb is adequateUncle Joe Cannon. Cannon was both highhanded and ,ruthless-the Nietzschean superman of the mos.t powerful representative, as. sembly on earth. He was both Speaker and
Boss of the House. His word was law, and
he ruled by divine :fiat. In those days the
Speaker had an almost unlimited sovereignty
ov,e r the 'members of both parties. He could
kill any bill by putting it into his pocket. He
could refuse any man the floor and hence ruin
Page 16

the political career of eager young insurgents
whose success and influenee depended upon
their getting a hearing. New and inexperienced members of the subordinate party were
apt to fii1d themselves out in the cold, with
every political door barred to even their most
eloquent and insistent knockings.
Revolt against such tyranny was naturally
inevitable. It was ,slow in materializing, but
when it did come the powers behin_d it had
sufficient backing to make it formidable. By
1909 the House was seething with revolt and
opposition.
At the head of the opposing forces stood
Champ Clark.. Clark was beyond the shade
of a shadow of a doubt the most brilliant and
audacious man in Congress. His energy was
limitless and it flowed in practical channels.
Clark had the backing of nearly all the disinherited young Tebels of both parties, and he
knew how to utilize and inspire every ounce
of power he could lay his hands on. ·
Clark's first attempt to destroy the Republican despotism occurred on the opening
day of the sixty-first Congress. He boldly
and fearlessly proposed a resolution which
provided that the Speaker should be deposed
from the chairmanship of the Committee on
Rules, and that the balance of legislative
power should be ·re!'ltored to the House itself,
where it traditionally belonged.
Clark's speech was bitterly caustic, elo. quent and persuasive. He did not mince
words. He attacked U~cle Joe to his face,

and Garner's reputation as a forward-lookand raked the entire administration over the
ing Democrat and faithful ally of constructive
coals. He accused his opponents of the most
interests was more firmly consolidated among
diabolical treachery and deceit. ''vVe had to
his associates at the capital.
fight the power of the machine in this house,''
Garner had also enhanced his reputation
he shouted, '' and nobody appreciates the
for foresight by voting against the Paynepower of the machine more than I do. vVe
Aldrich tariff bill.
This measure was
had to fight the influence of the President of
strongly supported by all the more conservathe United States, new in office, with the pap
tive members of the House, including a numundistributed and lots of hungry people. In
ber of independent Democrats, and it had the
addition to that the entire force of the cabinet
strong support of the President. But its subwas enlisted against us. In addition to that
the regular senators were enlisted against us,
sequent passage was to prove one of the most
and whether they have drafted the Supreme
disastrous blunders of the administration and
was probably .the eventual cause of the ReCourt or not I do not know.''
publican split and the election of Wilson three
It was the most stirring and uncompromising address that had echoed through the halls
years later. Garner's position in regard to
of Congress for a generation, but Cannon was
this measure is still of vital significance totoo powerful an adversary to be easily routed.
day when the tariff still looms so vitally on
Clark's measure was defeated, and the power
the political horizon for it proves that he has
remained with the Republican despots. In
as much foresight in the sphere of national·
voting to uphold Clark, Garner was jeopardizpolicy as in the more curtailed field of teching his career to ·some extent even with his
nical finance and parliamentary procedure.
own party, but it was characteristic of the
Indeed, the first decade of Garner's career
man that he forgot his own future completely
as a representative was filled with incitations
and enthusiastically aligned himself with the
of a kind peculiarly constituted to develop
insurgents. The more conservative Democrats
such foresight. It wa,s a period of economic
had been inclined to disapprove of the bill,
and financial transition and the public attiand many of them did not vote for it.
tude toward such vital matters as the furtherBut .Garner was too keenly alive to the menance of International trade and the establishace of legislative plutocracy to be wheedled
ment of national monopolies and ''safeor cajoled into an attitude of passivity . . He
guards'' had not as yet coalesced into any
very definite programs. The House as well
had fought just such outrageous despotisms
in the representative body of his native state,
as the Senate was in a state of perpetual unand had watched the most liberal and forrest, of ceaseless and of ten malignant bickerward-looking measures relegated to oblivion . ing, and a man's ability to keep his head
by party Czars. He agreed with his leader
above water usually depended upon his abilthat Cannon and his followers should be
ity to see beyond his nose.
given no quarter and when in the next sesA continuous· cry was going up to the effect
sion of the same Congress Senator Norris of
that '' special . interests'' were · dominating
Nebraska offered a slight modification of
politics; forcing into the ,b ackground all that
Clark's original.
was forwardbill he again cast
looking and prohis vote with the
gressive;
but
"The President, instead of asking Congress to create
insurgent Resuch charges
four new assistant secretaries, as he did in his message
publicans.
were not always
last week, had better keep those he now h_as at home
And this time
ea,sily substantithe enemies of
ated and the men
and at their official duties. ·
Cannonism
who were called
"They had better stay here and do what they are
scored a glorious
upon to provide
victory! Uncle
supposed to do under the law and not run. around the
data and statisJoe's power was
tics in the public
country making political speeches. That is not what
radically and
interest
had to
the Government is paying them to do."
drastically c u r _be constantly on
Garner -on February 26th Before the House.
tailed. He not
the alert. Rooseonly lost his.
velt's success
chairmanship of
was due.in a
the Committee on Rules, but he was no longer
large measure to precisely this ability to dis. allowed to name the other committees and the
cern weaknesses and evils in the reactionary
dominant power of the House was returned
camp, and frame constructive proposals that
to the members themselves. It was an exwould eliminate the worst of these without
traordinary victory; perhaps the most wholeopening the floodgates too widely to unsetsome and constructive legislative reform in
tling and premature innovations. At no time
the history of Congress.
.
Hefore or since in our national life were foreClark was naturally the hero of the hour,
sight and quiet courage so c-0nstantly in dePage 17

mand, and men who lacked these qualities .
were continuously being submerged and
ruined.
Such tumultuous and exciting events as the
panic of 1907, the rise of Roosevelt as a progre;s sive fire -eater, the modification of the
Sherman. law, the last stand of Bryan as the
hero of his party, the fight over conservation,
the rise of the Republican insurgents and the
overthrow of Uncle Joe ma.de a profound impression on the alert mentality of Garner and
endowed him with a political wisdom so unerring that instantaneous decisions have become habitual with him.
Yet Garner's first real opportunity to utilize the knowledge and foresight so laboriously
acquired did not come until the great Democratic victory of 1911. For nearly two decades the House had been the Republican
Party's favorite oyster. Democrats, it is ·
true, bad exercised no little influence in ·a
spectacular way, but nearly all of the more
profound and constructive measures which
did not depend for their success on oratory
and insurgency were engineered by Republicans. A Democrat could only exert influence
by attacking something or by conspiring with
the minority groups of the dominant party to
demolish individual abuses. No Democrat
could consistently o'\ier a long period of time
plan and execute throughgoing reforms and
the really astute type· of trained Parliamen-

tarian had very dittle opportunity to determine questions of policy. A modest modicum
of sporadic reforms based on the innovations
of a few ' tolerated dissenters was as much as
the Democratic Party was able to achieve, and
at no time during that long period .of submergence did an extensive knowledge of the intricacies of governmental planning on the
part of any member insure his elevation to
prominence and the general adoption of his
constructive views.
But after 1911 the Congressional shoe was
on another foot. ( Or perhaps it would be
more accurate to say feet.) And as the shoe
was exceedingly large and roomy only such
inheritors of the trophy as were endowed by
nature with an extraordinary capacity for
adaptability were equal to the task of filling ·
it with eredit.
It was Garner's -chance and he knew it.
There is one Committee in the House which
ranks above all others in the influence which
it exerts on the financial and economic destinies of the nation, and Garner was determined
that he would become a member of that board.
So important is the vVays and Means Comnuttee that the man who holds the la,st p1ace
on it is rated higher and enjoys · a greater
political prestige than even the chairmen of
the other committees.
The ranking member of Ways and Meaµs
is in line for the Speakership; it is a direct

,
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The Speaker of the House is made an Honorary
Member of th e Boy Scouts of America
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AUTO MAGNATES BRING THEIR TAX PROBLEMS TO GARNER
The automobile magnates are here to pr~test against the proposed automobile sales tax. Left to right are Speaker Garner, Roy D. Chapman,
George N. Graham, Alfred D. Stone, Jr., Count Von Rosen, President of
the Roy~I Auto Club of Sweden, Charles W. Nash, George H. Diehl,
Alvin MacAuley, and C. W. Cowling
.

statesman, a master of finance and a master
route to political preferment and political
czardom. But no mere political schemer or
of men.
,
self-seeking egoist would seek to climb by that
Garner was both. He had an enormous
capacity for winning the allegiance of the reroute. For if it promises rewards and opporcalcitrant and the hostile. He was a human
tunities which are above the ordinary it exmagnet, full of energy and zest. He usually
acts a price that is more than commensurate
got what he went after.
with the advantages offered. A man may be
Garner had the backing of Champ Clark in
compelled to serve years on the committee
before he wins a single ·s ervice stripe, and face
his fight for a position on Ways and Means,
the knowledge that his deposition by a shift
and with the aid of several other outstanding
Democrats he succeeded in marshalling suffiin the political line-up may occur at any
moment. A mere opportunist would choose
cient votes to realize his ambition. He was
almost any other office within the gift of Connow in a position to substantially influence the
entire financial policy of the nation. With the
gress rather than embark on so exacting a
other members of the committee he threw himcourse.
self heart and soul into the business of draftBut Garner was not to be deterred. He
ing a new tariff bill to take the place of tµe
had a natural aptitude amounting to genius
for the daily regimen of the Ways and Means.
outrageous Payne-Aldrich law, and the reNo man can hold down a position on that
sult was the Underwood Simmons bills which
passed the House by an overwhelming
committee who is less than superlatively
skilled in the business of government. There
majority.
is no room on it for the mere theorist or politiThe record of Garner's subsequent career
cal experimenter. Neither do the exactions of
is inextricably bound up with the framing of
that office at all coincide with such personal
legislative enactments of national significance. From 1913 onwards he was continuqualities as are evidenced by silver-tongued
orators and popular demagogues.
The
ously engaged in the work of constructing new
regimen exacts diligent application, hard
revenue measures and revising governmental
work, a deep and abiding sense of financial
budgets. He was also a powerful figure in
the War Congress and a personal friend of
responsibility, level-headedness, foresight, a
gift for dispensing with red tape and an enthe President. He was constantly at the
White House, and was of great assistance to
thusiastic, unflagging interest in the problems of taxation and finance.
the members of the cabinet. That the Democratic party functioned as a unit during that
And there are still other exactions. For
the Ways and Means Committee is not only a · terrifically trying ordeal was due in no small
measure to the diplomatic genius of Garner
tax and revenue determining agency; it is a
legislative influence of major importance in. and his associates.
But though Garner's war record was conthe deliberations of the House. It determines
sistently splendid it did not bring him into
and enforces party platforms and exercises a
actual prominence. The general interest was
controlling influence in the matter of legislaarrested by more spectacular figures, and the
tive priority. A member of the Ways and
men who quietly and persistently exercised a
Means has by necessity to be an all-around
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playing a lone-wolf part for perhaps the first
stabilizing influence by keeping Official Washtime in his political ca,reer, and he was playington's pulse steady and unfluttering were
apt to be overlooked in the general excite- . ing it in behalf of the common man. From
that moment Garner became a political influment. But Garner was well content to serve
ence of national magnitude, and even had he
his country vigorously and efficiently in an
failed in his courageous efforts his name
unspectacular way1 and to let the laurels acwould have taken on a new significance in the
c-qmulate elsewhere.
popular mind. But he did not fail. He sucIt was not until 1924 that Garner really
ceeded in killing the measure and introduci ng
stepped into the public spotlight. A tax rea new one in its place, and the new one was
duction plan was under discussion in the
not particularly kind to the :financial plutoHouse and Garner was infuriated by its provisions. He saw in it a direct slap at the
crats.
From 1924 to 1931 Garner continued to encommon man and an outrageous concession
to entrenched privilege. The bill, which pro- . hance his reputation for oppo·s ing infringements upon the liberties of the masses. He
vided for a drastic reduction in highervoted against the Eighteenth Amendment,
bracket incomes and a merely nominal deholding that' the arbitrary suppression of increase in incomes of $5,000 and under aroused
all of the fighting ire of the gentleman from
toxicants was such an infringement, and he
Texas. Although the bill seemed slated for
did this despite the fact that Texas is a dry
an early passing and thoughit was supported
state and that he is himself an abstainer. He
by the most influential units of both houses
gave his endorsement and support to Senator
Garner attacked it tooth and nail. He was
Norris' Lame-Duck bill, and the Muscle
Shoals operation bill. HB
voted against the Hoover
moratorium and t.110 SmootHawley tariff law. And while
:firmly believing in the provisions of the 20th Amendment
he opposed it on the ground
that jurisdiction OVier such
matters should be left to the
voters of the individual states.
He conceived it his duty, however, to remain loyal to the already enacted amendments,
and he cast his vote in favor
of a reasonable attempt to enforce prohibition so long a.s it
remained a part of the Constitution.
Garner's efficiency and
practical administrative ability has never been more conspicuously displayed th an
during the past few months.
He has actually achieved the
well-nigh impossible feat of
getting his party to function
in almost perfect cooperation
with the remaining Republicans. Garner has no desire to
obstruct or impede important
measures, and in fully cooperating with the President he
is merely confirming what
both his friends and enemies
in the House have always believed-that he ·will always
put the public interest above
© intern~tioncid \
mere
partisanship, and that in
WINNER AND LOSER
an emergency he can function
The Speaker of the House is shown shaking hands with the smooth efficien(iy of
with Representative Bertrand Sne lI of New York, an inspired machine. .
his Republican rival for the Speakership
But though Garner is hard~
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The late Nicholas Longworth, former Spea'ker of the
House, is shown with Garner in Longworth's office

differs from Coolidge it is always in the d~headed and practical in his official capacities
rection of a greater warmth, a wider emoit would be a great mistake tq assume that the
tional receptivity. And he goes way beyond
basic nature of the man is cold or methodical.
On the contrary, when he relaxes in a con~ · Coolidge in his ability to speak the language
of all classes and conditions of men. Should
genial atmosphere the qualities which he disCoolidge attempt this, despite the homespun
plays most notic,eably are friendliness, symsimplicity of' his ancestral roots his dignity
pathy, zest and an infinite capacity for humorwould suffer impairment. But Garner has
ous enjoyment, especially when the humor is
the natural dignity of a self-made man, and a
at his expense. He is no dried acorn, no
Texan. He is at home in a multitude of enhumorless and sapless twig of a New England
vironments.
winter. If in his political activities he exHe numbers among his friend's rough-andhibits the outward composure and sagacity of
tumble cattlemen from his native state, farma Coolidge he does not share Coolidge's lack
ers from the middle-West, dignified, city-bred
of emotional response. He is not a purpureal
Easterners and a prodigious number of pro,orator and he does not waste his adjectives,
gressive statesmen.
Even his political
but when he does speak he speaks with heat.
enemies profoundly respect and approve of
Words pour from his lips and he becomes
dynamically inspired. .He has the wit, the
him. His fife-long friendship with Longworth is an instance of how such political
wisdom and the sheer good sense to avoid
sensational utterance but the balanced moduantagonism can coexist with a deep and abidlation of a Hoover or a Coolidge would be iming affection. Garner met Longworth when
the latter was a young unknown on tlie Compossible to him when he is really aroused.
In some respects he is like Coolidge, but in
mittee of Foreign Affairs and as obscure
politically as any man in the House. A muothers he is thB complete opposite of the Vermont sage. Coolidge is unpretentious and so
tual liking immediately grew up between
is Garner, but Garner's unpretentiousness is
them which survived all the political antamore basic, more deep-seated. Garner would
gonisms of the ensuing years and continued
never dream of writing magazine articles in
unabated until the former Speaker's death in
1931.
the Coolidge vein in defense of the simple
virtues. He accepts the verity of these as. a
The enormous differences in social .position
matter of course, as essentials to build on, but
between the two men seemed to have as little
his paramount interests transcend them.
influence on their steadily ripening friendship
Indeed, it may be said that when Garner
as the vast gulf in political allegiance which
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SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE
Jack Garner of Texas, in his office
in Washington, D.C.

I,
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separated them from the start. Longworth
·wise is the citizen who can respond to this
was a conservative to his :finger-tips; a
stirring, for by so doing he is sharing a
staunch upholder of the genteel tradition even
national community impulse and enhancing
in politics and he must have regarded many
that feeling of wholeness, of kinship with man
of Garner's views as both dangerous and suband nature ·which is perhaps the basic conservient. But such divergence of opinion
comitant of civilized work in the world.
did not even so much as tend to disrupt their
Roosevelt knew and tapped that reservoir of
personal relationship . . Outside the Housestrength and all of our subsequent presidents
and even within it during moments of politihave been at least occasional nature-worshipcal truce-Jack and Nick were inseparables.
pers. But Garner has an emotional apprecia~
And yet Garner once
tion of the joys and
told L o n g w o r t h :
ecstasies of camping
'' Nick, I love you like a
out that puts Coolbrother but if I get the
idge's trout-fishing to
'Speakership I'll go
shame. He plans his
after you hammer . and
trips months in adtongs. I won't give
vance, and the thought
you a breathing spell.
of them undoubtedly
I '11 deny you-the floor
Ughtens his load of reand do my level best to
sponsibilities when he
smash you ! ''
·
is in the saddle, and
Garner 's 1i fe in
. duty-bent. Gamer is a
Washing-ton is charac:first-rate camp cook,
terized by the utmost
and his ability in that
simplicity. He rises
respect is probably as
early and works late
much a source of pride
and a good deal of his
to him as his capacity
leisure is devoted to
for downing opponents
practical study and rein a Congressional
search. He is an infree-for-all. But it is
defatigable student of
when he has a gun be:q.nance, taxation and
tween his hands that
the intricacies of tariff
he truly expands. His
reform.
ruddy face grows rudYet Garner is no
dier, his eyes sparkle
mere political drudge.
and he is at peace witl1 ·
his world. He knows the recreative value of relaxaThe. Garners live
tion and does not hesisimply in Washington.
They do not particitate to resort to it
© lnternotionol
when his nerves grow
pate in any of the soMRS. JOHN N GARNER
frayed. He is a lover
cial activities of the
of sound literature, enCapital's elite. This
joys poker and is not above succumbing to
isolation is not due to any lack of invitations
the lure of the movies. His favorite hobby,
-the Garners have many friends among the
however, is camping. He has a passion for
socially entrenched-but simply to the desire
the out-of-doors. In this respect he shares
of the Speaker and his wife to live their own
with the majority of Americans what psychollives in an atmosphere of unaffected sirnogists would call the '' bush soul.''
plicity. JJ'or Garner is at heart still an ex"The bush soul," writes C. R. Aldrich,
tremely simple man and he is not conceited or
'' corresponds to the longing to escape intostuck up about himself. He has no desire to
the woods and wild places that periodically
shine socially, and his wife is a hard-working
assails Americans whose forefathers were
and conscientious business woman. She atpioneers, the longing that has been made reptends personally to his correspondence and
resentable by the phrase, 'The Call of the
assists in the daily routine of his Washington
Wild,' City life becomes tiresome to us now
office. It ~s this quiet sharing of mutual inand then; it irks us; we become periodically
terests and enthusiasms which makes the
restless without knowing· why. Unbiddef1
domestic life of the Garners so uniquely infantasies arise from the unconscious of
spiring. Mrs. Garner is an inspirational
canoes, trout streams, camp :fires and beds of
partner and daily helper whose services are
balsam." This is the protest of the unconof such value that it is doubtful if the speaker
scious against too much city life, the _lure
could dispense with them for as long as a
single day.
which tempts us away, the call of the wild. It
is the stirring of the American bush soul.''
The Garners are still Texans in loyalties,
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the Speaker of the House. When' he takes his
sympathies and emotional attachments. The
seat on that historic dais he becomes a symbol
Speaker's prolonged residence in W ashingion
of something larger and v3.;ster. · Tall 1~~11
has not mitigated the intensity of his devostand beside him, a breath from the prairie
tion to his native state, or made him even
ruffles the hair on his brow. Behind him
superficially an Easterner. He has acquired
stretch the plains, endless, sun-drenched,
no cosmopolitan gloss, no shallow and sopeopled
with ghosts. These waver, beeome
phisticated urbanity.
indistinct, are lost in the shadows; but now
'' He looks with his ruddy face and bristling
and then they stand forth so clearly that they
gray hair just a little rough. He is quite
are visible to all.
obviously of the first generation and tha.t 's a
Slowly across that
great advantage in Conmystical
landscape pass
gress.
The members
During the World War Garner had to
the long processions of
like to feel that the
leader is one of their go to the White House every night to dis- the pioneers, cattle, covown kind." (Collier's). cuss important questions with President ered wagons, famished
horses that stumble and
Garner's prestige in Wilson.
lag. Sturdy women
the House is based on
"I had to go there at the end of the day's move also in the backmore than just those
qualities in him which session in the House," he said, "and talk ground, with bared
command intellectual sometimes from five o' dock to one o' dock breasts suckling the
heirs of a heritage that
respect. It is the neighwill never know peace
borly g·eniality of the in the morning.
till it has wrestled with
man, his keen and ready
"I liked that fe11ow. While a Presby- the wilderness and
wit which has made him
one of the three or four terian, he was as superstitious as a Negro. denied itself in sacrimost popular figures in He took things so seriously I had to jo11y ficial toil.
These are the shaping
\Vashington. One feels
him out of the blues. He was a hard man
forces, the powers bewhen in proximity to
him that his interest in to convince, and he wanted things done." hind the throne. They
are more than merely
others is not assumed,
symbolically present. When Garner speaks
not a mask; that he can be a grim and uncomthe words which he utters are shaped by impromising opponent without ceasing to be a
pulses and thought-patterns which stem from
damn good fellow and that he wears well.
these others; they are mystically a part of
No man who did not wear well could have
him by heritage and tradition, and in serving
survived thirty years ·in Congress. The
them he gains an added dignity, an added
House, like all other human groups, has developed and perfected its own procedure for
nobility.
"freezing out" undesirables. Really disYet it is a tribute to the man that he can
agreeable personalities have been known to
magnificently unbend. He can become a
survive a few sessions, but an organized conready participant in the matter-of~fact and
spiraey of cold-shouldering can place a man
the amusing, can become a delightful joker,
at such a decided and ever-increasing disada spontaneous wag. He has even a gift for
vantage that he will be only too eager to retire
poetry. It is not a Shelleyan endowment;
when his term expires. Garner, on the conthere is nothing particularly ethereal about
trary, has more firmly established himself as
it. Yet, for all that, his capacity for turning
a permanent Congressional fixture with every
out caustic couplets would do credit to Pope,
and these lose nothing by being couched in
session of the House.
It is doubtful, indeed, if the House could
the idiom of the soil. Representative Hampcalmly relinquish him. Even apart from his
ton Moore of Philadelphia once regaled him
political influence he has made himself an inwith three stanzas of bombastic verse in
dispensable emotional prop. If the House
which he pointed out with a great deal of asloses Garner it will experience a sense of acsumed resentment that the Texan was utterly
inconsistent in opposing a duty on wool whilst
tual bereavement, of personal loss.
favoring one on mohair. Garner effectively
There are not more than a half-dozen men
silenced him by explaining that mohair and
in Congress whose service record exceeds that
of Garner in length. When a man has been · wool were in no respects similar, and .that
the common man has no interest whatever in
thirty years in the House he becomes an institution. Legends cluster about him. · He is
the latter. And then he'' let Rampy have it.''
"Rampy Moore is a helluva poet," he exa perpetual inspiration to the younger men; a
plained, with lyrical abandonment.
link with tradition.
'' He don't know the difference
By prolonged service and attachment men
often become mystically indistinguishable
' 'Between a sheep and a goat. ''
Garner is a great Congressional drawing
from the causes they serve. It would be a
mistake to imagine that John Garner is just
card. When he is slated to speak the galleries
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are usually packed.

Women especially like

unwearied assaults over a period of twenty
years was opposed to the best interests of the
ergy of the man, his fluent, dynamic utterance.
people whom he loved and served, and with
Not that there is anything particularly Don
whom he identified himself. His faith in the
Juanish about him; hut women secretly adcommon man and in the ideals and standards
mire practical energy.
of liberal democracy has been as unfaltering
A Garner day in Washington is a memoras his diligence in safeguarding these ideals
able event. It nearly always leaves a more or
by a practical devotion to the duties of his
less permanent impression on the House, so
office.
that that body is never quite the same afterGarner is fundamentally distrustful of the
wards. It is sometimes days in returning to
very rich and he has not hesitated to accuse
a strict normalcy. And yet the Speaker's inboth Mellon and Hoover of deliberately confluence is never actually disruptive. It is alcealing facts and figures having the most imways tonic in its effects,. politically bracing.
-portant bearing on the sources of national
To have heard Garner speak once is an exrevenue. He has sent the former Secretary of
perience; to have been in his presence for sevthe Treasury numberless sarcastic letters;
_e ral days is a splendid corrective for slovenly
and he has asked the most disconcertingly unand evasive thinking. He can always be deanswerable questions about refunds .on
pended on to speak his mind and he is never
privileged incomes. In a sense he was the
deterred by opposition even when it is of an
most persistently annoying buzzing and stingaggressively hostile nature. He never gets
ing bee in the vicinity of the Republican
angry, never indulges in personal invective.
honey-pot. To say that he was a thorn in MelDuring all of his thirty years in the House he
lon's side would be an under-statement.
His recent statement accusing Hoover of
has never engaged in a personal quarrel. He
has a unique capacity for distinguishing befailing to cooperate in the affairs of the
House is such a classic of condensed irony and
tween men and causes; and it is a part of his
vigorous denunciation that it merits extensive
political philosophy that a man may be both
quotation. · '' Cooperation between the two
a thoroughly good fell ow and a rotten and
parties in effec.ting emergency legislation is a
disgustingly biased politician. He never
fin3 thing," said Garner, in explaining his atholds a grudge.
In Texas Garner is an adored, almost wortitude, "When such issues as now confront
the country are up it is no time for partisan
shipped native son, and he has never ceased
politics. But co-operating does not mean that
to retain the affection and support of his disone party to it shall claim the right to have
trict. His permanent home is in Uvalde and
everything it asks enhis heart is with his
acted into law, to the expeople. He has never
Although never pretending to be an
clusion of what · the
really become a citizen
of Washington, never orator, Garner is a veritable Jim Reed in other party deems
seriously attempted to knock-down-and-drag-out debate. A sharp neceS'Sary for the coun~
transform himself into thinker, he generally is able to pick his op- try 's welfare. The
Democrats of the Sena townsroan. He is too
proud of the fact that he ponent's argument to pieces and leave him ate and House of Repregrew up on the soil; too fumbling for words. He afso has cm. acute sentatives have sought
keenly aware of the sense of political striltegy. He never is at in every way to clear the
track for measures calnatural aristocracy a loss to know what to do next.
culated to relieve the
which such upbringing
public distress and parconfers upon a man.
He is at his best when personalities are
ticularly to effect such
He would not for anything in the world re- injected into debates. It is then that his savings in the cost of
Government as may
pudiate or attempt to ready wit comes to the fore.
make
it possible to balconceal his agrarian
Washington EYening Star. ·
ance
the
budget with the
heritage.
minimum of hardship
Though Garner's
involved in increased taxes, etc.
achievements have flowed in practical chan"Our course has met with approbation all
nels and though his interests and activities
over
the counti'y-in fact, nobody has venhave been in some respects too specializ(pd to
tured to criticize us ·with the exception of the
bring him into immediate contact with the
Administration, which appears to regard it
wider spheres of humanitarian endeavor he
as requisite not only that the Democrats shall
has never lost his enthusiasm for the ancient
sign on the dotted line, but insists that the
American liberties, and his feeling of kinship
Administration should have all the credit for
with ordinary men and women throughout the
whatever is accomplished. Obviously the
nation. Every tax measure which he opDemocratic majority of the House subscribes
posed, every financial and political fallacy
to no such interpretation of its duty.
which collapsed beneath his persistent and

to hear him. They admj_re the contained en-
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A CHARACTER STUDY
Speaker caught in a moment of concentration, or did he get the wrong number?

"If we are going to be partners in the enterprise of redeeming prosperity, in reducing
the distress of the depression, in effecting
economies in government, in formulating
·measures adequate to produce the revenue
the government requires we must be full
partners ; taking our full share in the responsibilities and participating in whatever
benefits accrue-political or otherwise.
'' One of our important tasks-perhaps the
most important-is to straighten out the deficiency of the Treasury that has come after
a dozen years of uninterrupted and unhampered Republican control of our finances. Our
task has not been made easier by the errors
of hundreds of millions of dollars in the budget estimates the President has sent us. It
would be absurd, regardless of politics, for us
to accept as financial gospel the output of the
source of such miscalculation-the Administration that permitted the Treasury to get
into such a fix.
.
'' What we are doing is to carefully consider
eve.ry recommendation that comes from the
White House, without prejudice; to accept
what in our judgment appears to be worth
while and to reject or tinker into shape what
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seems to us futile or worse. vV e have a right
to expect that the administration will take our
judgment as impartially as we take theirs.
'' In other words, we regard it as part of
the undeclared compact of concert for the
public good, that when we have altered an
' administration measure the administration
cooperate with us in getting it passed instead
of jockeying to have its own way exclusively
and without an effort to make the country believe that whenever we do not follow the letter
of the President's proposals we are playing
politics.
'' So far 'Ye have had no cooperation in the
true sense of the word. Such measures as the
Glass-Steagall Amendment which has its
foundation in legislation frequently sought by
Democratic legislators and as frequently
vetoed by the then Republican majorities, are
claimed as triumphs for the administration.
Tl?-ere is an instance of this .in every speech
made by one of Mr. Hoover's Cabinet, or
other Administration spokesmen.
"Now he has sent us a recommendation for
the reorganization of the g·overnment.
Briefly it consists in a suggestion .that Congress abdicate its prerogatives and give him

blanket power to appoint a lot of new officers
detestation of people who rise to prominence
and make the government anything he
by saying much and doing little. He is too
pleases. Why did he not send us his actual
keen an observer and he has too shrewd a
progr am 7 We know that he has been playr ealistic knowledge of human nature not to
ing with the thought for a dozen years; that he
know that success is often attained that way,
had his charts of bureau consolidations, debut for himself he is content to emulate his
p artment merges, and r edistribution of Govforebears who paid for their advantages with
ernment functions ready a decade ago-even
boiling sweat.
though he has never until this time, sought to
In view of his record it is not difficult to
have Congress affect the changes.
' imagine what course he would pursue if he
"Well, we are not going to grant any such
gained the Democratic nomination. But for
unlimited charter. vVe too have our ideas as
the sake of clarity and conciseness a brief
to how to effect improvements and economics
analysis of political tendencies and current
in the National Administration.''
needs should prove profitable if only as a
In surveying the entire course of Garner's
kind of background upon which to project
public car eer it is no exaggeration to call it
Garner 's probable reactions to specific
an inspiration-and a challenge to reactionproblems.
aries and revolutionists alike. There is probUnemployment is probably the most pressably no man in America who embodies in his
ing problem at present agitating the nation.
If something is not done to relieve the presdeeds and in his general political philosophy
such a wholesome balance, such a sane orderent appalling conditions within the next
eighteen months it is probable that our entire
ing of the psychological factors of effort and
insight. He is magnifieconomic structure will
suffer dislodgment; w i 11
cently equipped to deal
experience a wrench so
with oorrent needs, and he
profound that our basic
has more than a mere poliinstitutions will be threattician's grasp of emoened and our liberties even
tional essentials.
more seriously curtailed.
That he has no patience
This does not mean that
with those who would
the only alternative will
''rent out'' the country to
be a political upheaval
powerful financial interthat will lead to the socialests is apparent from the
ization of society. But it
way in which he has redoes mean that America
fused his support over a
will
be plunged in such a
period of thirty years to
maelstrom of depression
all measures tending toand despair that the party
ward excessive centralizain power will have to
tion and consolidation of
adopt the coercive measprivately-owned wealth.
ures of a Mussolini or a
That he is of the people,
Hitler to preserve even
and the people's unyieldthe semblance of outward
ing advocate in matters
order. If we are to presocial, political and ecoserve our liberties somenomic is beyond dispute.
thing must be done to reNever once has he put perstore the p u r c h a s i n g
sonal preferment above
power of. the masses and
the public good, and when
that quickly.
given a choice between
© Acme
How this is to be done
working quietly and effiWATCHES SPEAKER'S HEALTH
is
not an easy problem.
ciently in the interest of
Mrs. G arner preparing a dish of genuine
Some
progressiv~ Repubsome vital and far-reachTexas food for her husband
licans go so far as to ading reform and the altervocate large-scale governmental planning,
native of sensational utterance he has inwith the setting up of actual commissions and
variably chosen the more c o n s t r u ct iv e
boards for this purpose; and if they do not
course.
advocate the complete socialization of indusHe bears himself with the quiet dignity of
try they are willing to concede that a certain
an honest man who has labored unceasingly
amount of socialization may be both desirable
in the people's behalf, and that alone should
be sufficient to win him a wide popular fol-'. and necessary. In the Democratic camp there
are also disciples of similar drastic economic
lowing. Hard-work endows any man with
change.
dignity; but intelligently directed hard work
But whether the nation as a whole is eager
is a royal road to the nation's heart. Garner
for such innovations even if they were poliis an old-school American. with an instinctive
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.
NER ON THE FARM
SPEAKER GAR
.
Assisting
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in harvesting

h·
an crop
is pee

tion. And one may be sure that Garner would
tically feasible is another question which it
stand solidly behind any measure for increaswould be hazardous to answer in the affirmaing appropriations to the limit of reasonabletive. That they are in unalterable opposition
ness. It is a part of the Democratic credo
to the principles of Jeffersonian and Jackthat the common man must be helped to help
sonian democracy is beyond dispute, and that
himself. It is apparently part of the Repubeven a partially socialized state would do
lican tradition that wealth must be similarly
violence, the spirit of American individualism
encouraged to help itself-out of the public
not only in industry but in the non-industrial
sphere where it is most spiritually significant
revenues and at the public expense.
is also scarcely open to debate. It is hence
It is safe to assume that Garner would do
needless to point out that the entire emotional
even more, in the event of an emergency, than
authorize public expenditures. He would unequipment of a man like Garner, all the devotion and dedication of thirty years of public
doubtedly be willing to institute a kind of dole
-but not such a dole as prevails in povertyservice, would tend to make him utterly irstricken Europe. It would consist in sysresponsive and even hostile to such an alternative. He will adhere unfalteringly to the
tematic govern~ental contributions to organized eharity, but it would involve no governideals of the great founder of his party, and
mental responsibility to continue to contribif such ideals are overthrown he will sink with
ute permanently to the support of the unemthem into political obscurity and oblivion.
ployed. That such a- measure would be enThere would be no place for a Garner in a
acted only as a last resort goes without sayrevolutionary society, not even in such a
ing; but it would immeasurably restore Nabloodlessly revolutionary society as would
tional confidence and National morale to
grow out of the conversion of the majority of
know that the President and Congress would
the people to the Chase~Lippman-Beard probe willing to consider such a measure in the
gram of national planning.
event of an unendurable extremity. The specBut this does not mean that Garner would
ter of starvation now hovers so ominously on
adopt the appallingly conservative attitude
the horizon that the unemployed are increasof the present regime. His attitude toward
ingly adopting an attitude of hopeless despair
public expenditures, and the duty which a
that bodes ill for the nation at large. If they
government owes its people in times of widewere reassured by the presence in the White
spread and heartrending need have been reHouse of a representative of the humble, that
peatedly made manifest, not only in his recent
fear would vanish, and the old confidence in a
speeches in the House but in his efforts to
beneficent g·overnment dedicated to their inthwart and discomfit Mellon and Company in
terests would return in full force.
their high-handed and reactionary proposals
The tariff will undoubtedly be subjected to
in regard to the Treasury deficit.
·
a very drastic scrutiny, and
An · increase in appropriasubstantially
modified. J usi
tions for public works will
how
substantially
only financertainly be demanded and secial wizards are in a position
cured if the Democrats are
to prophesy, for the art and
victorious. And that such a
science of tariff t e v i s i o n
demand will form an imporhas
passed beyond the scope
tant plank in the 1932 proof amateur speculation. A
gram is hardly to be doubted.
thousand factors will have to
Su.c h an increase-provided it
be weighed and considered,
is ·large enough and the party
and it is very possible that
in power does not permit itprogressive
Democrats w i 11
self to be intimidated by hysretain some
te ric~l or
portions of
wealththe pre·s ent
inspired
bill with
warning of
which
they
Treasury
are not in
collapsetheoretic
would do
sympathy,
more tofor the sake
ward reof tempostoring genrary benefit,
er a 1 prosand to avoid
perity than
unsettling
any other
too drastit y p e O f © Underwood
A visitor to the office of the Speaker of the House
c a 11 y the
· generally leaves with a handful of pecans that were
emergency
privileges
grown on the Garner farm
legislaPage 29

now enjoyed by certain strategic industries.
This does not mean that thev will make any
concessions to entrenched wealth in response
to pressure from within. They will retain only
such protective features as are economically
indispensable and those that work against the
general good will be gradually and relentlessly eliminated.
That the present tariff is in many respects
a monstrosity is not open to dispute, but it
would be a folly to modify it too precipitously. Any threat to do so, any suggestion
on the part of the Democratic nominee that
sueh is the intention of his party would sow
apprehension and disaster abroad. :F'or although the present tariff has aroused the
widespread hostility of Europe, a threat to
hastily revive it in its entirety or even to
change any substantial part of it suddenly
and radically, ·without mature study a,n a reflection, would certainly suggest to the
shrewder Europeans that we had lost our
heads and were trembling on the verge of
lunacy; and that it would be the height of
folly to place any faith in our future stability.
And ,Vall Street would suffer a similar attack
of pre-election hysteria. Tariff revision is
ticklish business; it involves the handling of
ingredients more inflammable than dynamite. ·
The Democrats know this and are apprehensive. Garner's long technical experience
in this :field would give him an incalculable
advantag·e were he called upon to veto or approve proposed changes. He is a naturalborn tariff maker; and is virtually the one
white-hope of his party in this respect. His
attitude toward revision would be neither un. settling nor excessively conservative.
As for taxation Garner's views are almost
too well-known to require recapitulation. He
is in favor of substantially raising the levy
on incomes in excess of $100,000.00 and of
leaving very small incomes virtually 'intact.
He would also raise the tax on estates.
In regard to foreign entanglements the
Democrats are divided. A large branch of
the party still retains a ling·2ring admiration
for the ,Vilsonian penchant for International
meddling, and the League is by no means an
obsolete or even an obsolescent issue. Yet it
is probably trt1e that the party as a whole
is now no more in sympathy with internationalism than are the Republicans ; perhaps
less so. While realizing the dangers of adhering too closely to a policy of extreme isolation
and refusing to ignore the humanitarian ties
which compel us to turn a responsi.ve ear to
the pleadings of the unfortunate throughout
the world, they would nevertheless direct our
foreign activities into strictly charitable and
advisory channels. And even in the matter of
foreign advice they would not have us assume any obligations other than that of occasional mediation in matters _ requiring the,
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presence of a disinterested and unpartisan
outsider.· To these Democrats the United
States should enter into no agreemeuts involving a surrender of her political right of free
determination in matters of International
policy. They have no desire to commit the
country to a policy of extreme or fanatical
isolation, but they are keenly aware that the
interests of the common man at home are best
served when the nation looks to its own interests :first. There is no real lack of sympathy involved in this policy, for America
could not function as a world influence and retain its ideals of international justice and
peace if it did not protect and foster these interests at home by every means within its
power.
It is to this group of moderate isolatio:µists
that Garner belongs. He was not in favor of
the 1Vilsonian program in 1918, and he has
never retreated from his original attitude of
opposition. , It was not an active opposition
during and immediately following the war,
for Garner was a loyal Democrat and a loyal
American and he did not want to sow disharmony within the · party. But he had always
believed that America should refuse to actively concern herself with the political disharmonies of Europe, and that America's domestic interests should be the :first concern of
every sincere and honest law-maker. He does
not believe in the cancellation of European
war-debts, and he is opposed to the radical
curtailment of our army and navy power at
the behest of foreign disarmament entlmsiasts. He would have us maintain an adequate fleet in the Pacific, and he is not in favor
of taking too seriously the beneficent reassurances of the yellow races. Japan's recent activities in China have more than confirmed
the wisdom of such sagacious distrust. Garner would :fight as desperately as any man to
keep us out of an unnecessary war with
Japan, but he is too intelligent to shut his eyes
to a very real and continuous menace.
These four major issues-unemployment,
the tariff, domestic taxation, and International policy will probably concern the nation
most vitally during the next four years, and
upon how they are met and by whom and with
what degree of unanimity and resolution the
future destiny of democracy will in all probability depend.
Another four years of Republicanism might
easily result in the establishment of an actual
ruling; oligarchy within the nation, a kind of
dictatorship of openly recognized :financial
Mussolinis whose minions would occupy
themselves in re-making the Constitution with
the aid of a dozen new amendments all aimed
at the further curtailment of our traditional
liberties; or it might result in a bloodless rev- ,
olution and the setting up of a semi-socialistic
state with ruling boards of experts selected

© lnterndtiondl

SPEAKER GARNER AND HIS HELPMATE AT WORK'
For the past two years Mrs. Garner has reported at 7:30 in the
morning-a helpmate in fact as well as in name. For twenty-eight
years she has acted as her husband's secretary

by other than representative means, or it
might, and this is the most disturbing and
ghastly co'n tingency of all, result in the general breakdown of all the forces of production
and exchange and an increase of the prevailing misery and misfortune so extensive as to
be vitually irremediable.
If this picture is a gloomy one, it is not in
any respects hysterical or sensational. It is
in accord with the general trend of speculation among even the most conservative of
economists. The contrast between the luxury
and opulence of the few and the general insecurity of the many has been increasingly
emphasized during the nearly twelve years of
Republican supremacy, and even the present
depression has not sufficed to restore the balance and place anything like a proportionate
share of burden-bearing on the shoulders of
the very rich. In both its foreign and domestic programs the Republican regime has
shown a conservatism and lack of initiative
so pronounced that it is difficult to believe that
its leaders are animated by anything like a
sincere and honest anxiety as to the welfare
of the great majority of the people.

It has succeeded in ruining the farmers in
an era of unprecedented commercial expansion. It deliberately contributed to the inflation of securities and the subsequent debacle
by its attitude of complacent confidence and
optimism, and the ill-advised extension of foreign and domestic credit. In its refusal to
meet the unemployment situation in other
than a vague and evasive way ( and in its com. plete ignoring of that situation, its denial that
such a situation even so much as existed during the first eight months of the depression)
it has shown a callousness to human suffering
and human misery verging on criminality.
In its program of '' international cooperation'' it has sown discord abroacl. and betrayed the interest of the common man at
home.
Our wealth has been needlessly
squandered in ill-advised foreign loans, and
every kind of· foreign buying and foreign
meddling has been encouraged at the expense
of a sound domestic economy.
The Democratic party will be called upon
to rectify such evils. That it will sponsor a
more liberal and intelligent program is certain, for the party of Jefferson has never yet
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MRS. JOHN N. GARNER, SR.
As she sits by the fireplace in the modest white
house in Detroit, Texas, that has been her home
for forty-five years
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betrayed the common man and set itself up
as the spokesman and exponent of privilege.
Yet the mere drafting of a program-even of
an exceeding·ly effective and progressive program-will not be sufficient. Everything will
. hinge on the men in power. And even more
specifically, on the President of the United
States.
Whoever aspires to guide us through the
turbulent waters of the next two or three
years will have to possess an extraordinary
variety of endowments. It would be presumptuous to attempt to predict the precise
extent of that variety. Their combined presence in any one man would be a rare phenomena, for some of them are not even known
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and can only be dimly guessed at, and the
choice of a candidate depends not on individual judgment alone, but upon group intuition, emotional appeal and a. hundred other
factors based less on reason than expediency.
But there is a modicum of indispensable
requirements which can be set forth with a
fair degree. of accuracy. Vv e will want, to beg-in with, a friendly and sympathetic leader.
He will have, indeed, to be excessively sympathetic and friendly. Coldness will not be
tolerated, for we have had nearly twelve years
of coldness, and we do not w~nt any more of
it. But poise and judicial balance and competence we must have; for its absence is as
disastrous as an absence of warmth. That,

too, we have discovered from experience. vVe
do not want a Harding or even a Smith; admirable as are the personal qualities of such
men we are a little fearful that they would not
be good for us. We are in need of strong
medicine, but it musn't.effervesce.
In a sense we want a kind of glorified, a
transformed and really humanized gradgrind
-a man with the sharpness and experience of
a gradgrind, but with the ·warmth and friendliness of a Lincoln. We will not care to trust
ourselves to experimental pilots.
We will not care to trust ourselves to a man
who does ·not thoroughly know his own official
mind-every chink and cranny and crevice of
it. \Ve will want someone who will calmly
and intelligently chart a definite course, and
who will keep the sails trimmed when the
wind shifts.
We cannot even tolerate physical ill-health.
The next President will have to be a strong
man physically as well as mentally. He will
be faced with tasks so overwhelming that
nothing short of physical robustness will
carry him through.
We will want, also, a man who can think
fast; who can perceive trends and tendencies
while they are still in the process of formation. He must not only have political foresight; he must have, to some extent at least,
the gift of spiritual prophecy. This does not
mean that he must be a soothsayer or a mys-

tic; but simply that his mind must function
in sympathy with the most vital and enduring
of our national aspirations.
Here is a summary appraisal of the Gentleman from Texas, written over a year ago
when no one thought of him in connection
with the Presidency.
"Jack Garner has a touch of the frontier about him, of a
frontie1· that is conquered by tracto1·s and dynamite and oil
derricks. Onion grower and goat raiser, he has wrnsted
with the soil of Texas and has experienced life in direct
contacts. He knows men and speaks their language.
'' And he has what few men who have made their pile
have, the energy to start off on a new career. Most men
have only one career in them, but perhaps Jack has several.
He is as fresh at fifty-nine as he was at twenty. It is inconceivable that anyone could at any time have been any
fuller of energy and gusto than he is now. And energy is a •
wonderful quality; it is the great human magnet. Garner
has zest, alertness, passion, swift and penetrating judgment
and attention for the business of Congress.
' 'When yon get his opinion on anything you feel that the
last word has been said upon it. He is a great realist, he
has the kind of mind that never deceives itself. In addition, he has a sharp habit of truth telling. He used to talk
up to President Wilson and it took an incorrigibly direct
and honest man to do that. But he softens the effect of his
bluntness by his good humo~ his friendliness, and his habit
of always keeping his promises.
'' There is a canniness even about the sharp, unpleasant
truths that he tells. He wouldn't for the world have anyone
think that he is just one of the regular political 'yes' men.
Distributing his noes and yesses with absolute honesty he
has held an unruly crew of Democratic followers together.
'' Much as lie loves politics Garner puts the public interest, as it sees it, above them. He is friendly and likable
but he always tells you exactly what he thinks, whether you
like it or not. He is intuitive and sees things that other
men do not see." (By permission of Collier's Weekly.)
Does not the arrow point directly to Texas Jacki
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THE MODEST GARNER HOMESTEAD IN DETROIT, TEXAS
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THE HOME OF JOHN N. GARNER AT UV ALOE, .TEXAS

THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE
'.fhe following extracts are taken from an interview
with John N. Garner, by Edwin Balmer and William
H. Crawford, which appeared in the April, 1932, issue
of Redbook magazine. By permission of the publishers.

F

OR the first time in the experience of
most men, politics has become a matter of
overwhelming importance. It has ceased
to be an amusement, or a plaything, or the affair of others. Politics today is your and
every other American's close personal concern. It is by no act of Providence that we
are in trouble; and we all know it. Our disaster is not the consequence of crop-failure or
catastrophe destroying our means of providing for ourselves .. Quite the contrary.
No one blames Providence for what has
happened to us; nearly everyone blames, directly or ind,irectly, politics, and calls upon
political action, of one sort or another, to pull
us out of our troubles.

* * *

Come with us, now, to meet him.
You will have to be up early in the morning,
if you want to find him with '.t ime for a talk
not directly devoted to the business of his
day; for his day begins early.
* *
''1Vell, gentlemen, what is on your minds 1''
"We came to ask what the Democrats will
do in this session.''
"Go easy, brother-I am only to be
Speaker, not boss of the Democratic party.
Certainly I have my own view of what ought
to be done. . . . One thing certain, however:
the Dem·o crats will not play politics. It would
be criminal to refuse support to an Administration ·measure which would benefit conditions, simply because the Republicans proposed it."
,I(,

John N. Garner of Texas, Democrat and
Speaker of the House, directing a safe and
* * *
dependable, if n:arrow, Democratic majority;
and therefore the man first in power on Cap'' Our policies will be constructive, not paritol Hill today. And second, in all Washingtisan. Country first and party second. We
ton, only to the President in the White House, . will support any ineasure, regardless of
his carefully measured mile away.
whether it is sponsored by the Administration
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or not, provided we consider it a wise measure." Then, with a wink: '' If I thought the
Republican policies were better, I would be a
Republican. But we'll get behind any good
measure that the Administration offers. Not
to do so would be dishonest.''
After a s 1 i g h t
pause : '' What we
w a n t is constructive laws honestly
administered. N o
matter how good a
law may be, if it is
put in the hands of
weak or v i c i o u s
people to execute,
they will mak~ a
debauchery out of
it."
''Do you refer to
Prohibition enforcement 1''

ity with industry. After his election, the measures favored by the farmers were discarded
as being too radical, and the Farm Relief
Board was substituted. The Farm Board has
not been a howling success. Probably he has
figured out another Farm Relief plan for the
n e x t Presidential
campaign.
"The principal
reason f o r def ection from the Republican ranks isthe party has been
weighed in the balance and f o u·n d
wanting. The public has awakened to ·
the fact that it has
been cheated. Republican spellbinders and high-priced
publicity men had
'~
,x,
'~
convinced the peo"Well, not enple that the Repubtirely ! T h e r e is
lican party was the
plenty of cause to
party of prosperinclude Prohibition
ity. Let's see if
enforcement in this
this charge is true.
category. Collusion
Candidate Hoover
between racketeers
in his speech of acbids fair to make it
ceptance August
another 'scrap of
11, 1928, said : 'The
paper.' " .
poorhouse is van'' Will you make
ishing from among
Prohibition a party
us. We have not
yet r e a C he d the
issue 1''
''Prohib'ition
goal, but given a
cannot be a party
chance to go forissue. It cuts right
ward, with the polidowntheline. Some
cies of the p a s t
· of the Democrats
eight ye a rs, we
want it, and some
shall soon, with the
do not. This aphelp of God, be in
s i g ht of the day
plies likewise to the
@ International
Republicans. Prowhen
poverty will
JUST HOME FOLKS
hibition should be
be banished from
settled by the peothis nation. There
Leaving pomp and decorum in Washington the
Garners are just "regul 9r" people to t~eir
is no guarantee
ple, but not
friends and neighbors in Uvalde
through a general
against poverty
equal to a job for
election-or partisan politics. It
.
every man. This is
should not be a paramount issue in the next
the primary purpose of the economic policies
Presidential campaign. The right way to dewe advocate.'
termine Prohibition is through Congressional
'' Such propaganda skillfully drilled into
elections, in a non-Presidential year.''
the minds of the people has brought continued
,t
* *
political success to the Republicans. Many
"Can you tell me what are the President's
a man who is Democratic in principle frankly
confessed, 'I'd be glad to vote the Democratic
views on the tariff? He has already taken
both sides of this issue. Prior to his election,
ticket,. but I am afraid I'd lose my job. You
he favored a just revision of the tariff law.
know, we always do have hard times when the
As President, he signed the most iniquitous
Democrats are in power.'
'' Mr. Hoover was elected by an enormous
tai·iff act in our history.
majority, and we all know what has happened.
'' During his campaign he promised the
West that agriculture should be put on a parIt has been demonstrated that the policies of
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bring about · a more equal distribution of
the Republican party are not an ironclad
wealth is to increase the income tax in the
guarantee against poverty and unemployment.
·
higher brackets, and to increase the inheritance tax-.''
*
*
"What legislation, Mr. Speaker, is most
' 'You expect' to change our tax laws 1''
important at this time 1"
'' I would like to, but you know, we have two
barriers to hurdle. The Senate is Republican.
It was as if he had been hoping for this
question. He was more than ready for it.
This hurdle may not be very difficult. I am
'' Legislation for the unorganized ! The
an optimist, and hope that a sufficient numprincipal danger in this time of stress comes
ber of Republican ProgTessives in the Senate
from both top and bottom. That is, from orwill join us in passing more just and equiganized wealth
t ab 1 e tax laws.
and organized
The second barMr. Garner was among the Congressional leaders sumradical masses.''
rier is the veto
moned to Washington for a con£erence on the financial
power of the
'' Which do
you fear more1"
President. It is
situation. When he stepped out of the army plane that
"I f e a r neimy opinion that
had hurried him from his home in Texas, he reached
ther of them.''
he will kill any
into his pocket to show the reporters the telegram from
"Then which
chang·e in the tax
of the two is the
law th a t would
the President.
more d an g e r shift the burden
On a piece of ye11ow paper which had been folded. into
ous f"
from the weak to
the dispatch were these words:
"The radical
those more abunmasses. Predadantly
a b 1 e to
"The Spirit of the Lord watches over you and keeps
tory wealth can
pay.
you in perfect safety. His Spirit is guarding, protecttax the consum'' So highly do
ing,
inspiring and guiding you in a11 your ways."
er; it hits hi s
I hold the imporpocket -book
tance of a just
Unknown to her husband, Mrs. Garner had slipped
o n 1 y . Radical
tax system that
the simple message of faith into his pocket. It brought
masses believe in
if you will give
from the Congressman a broad smile:
direct a c t i o n .
me the power to
They can thereframe such a
"Mighty glad to read it!"
f o r e endanger
law, you may
our lives, prophave the SpeakMrs. Garner has had a great part in making John
e r t y , and even
ership. In th e
Garner "one of the ablest; snrewdest, and most resourcethe Government
future, I would
ful of men in either House," as the late Speaker Longitself.''
rat h e r have a
worth appraised him.
"Do you insatisfied public
c 1 u d e farmers
point to an imJ. R. W., Milwaukee Journal.
among the danproved tax sysgerous radical 1 ''
tem and say,
'' I do not. I am a farmer; do I look danger'That is the Garner bill,' than to have them re. ous f Seriously, while there may be some
member me as Speaker.''
growling among the farmers, they are naturalHe paused a moment, as if looking forly conservative. Were we to have a revoluward. '' I am not at all certain that this great
tion, it would never spread to the farming secdepression will not benefit us spiritually.
tions ; on the contrary, the farmers would
Prior to its coming, the entire country was
march en masse to rescue the cities. The
hell-bent for commercialism. The main quesfarmers are the mainstay of a stable governtion in everyone's mind was, how can I get
ment. But the farmers will not be called on
more money f It was not so when I was a boy.
for such service. We are far from revolution.
There were higher values than wealth. We
'' And we are far from collapse. We are
had lost our idealism. May the depression
not broke by a long shot. There has not been
help us get it back!"
Copyright 1932, by the Redbook Magazine.
the loss of a single iota of real value. There
It would seem, as this issue goes to press, that the Hvuse
are just as many acres off ertile land as ever;
of Repre.sentatives is due for a long session. While some of
just as much livestock, just as much oil and
the leaders in Congress seem to feel that the important business now befo,re it will be disposed of and acljowrnmen.t posminerals in the earth. The real values are
sible before the major parties meet in convention this J1me,
still intact; what has .been lost is only paper
there is a posS'ibility that this will not be aecomplishecl. It
profits.
is evident that the comfog Presidential Election will brvng
abou.t a bitter and hard foiight cam.paign. The voters of ou,r
"There is great unequality in the distribucoiintry will have ample opportunity to digest the accomtion of wealth; and that is a great menace.
plishments of their representatives. Interest will be centered
especially on the House of Representatives which is presided
Mr. Swope of the General Electric Company
over by John Garner. We have confidence that '' Texas
recognizes this fact when he proposes to diJaelc" win give a good account of himself as US'Ual.~The
vide profits with his employees. A method to
editors,
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ANDREW JACKSON
"Old Hickory"
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ABRAHAM LINCOLN
The Great Emancipator
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SAMUEL J. TILDEN
Who received a larger popular vote than his opponent but was de•
feated by one electoral vote by Rutherford E. Hayes for the Presidency
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GROVER CLEVELAND
Democratic President for Two Terms
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CHAMP CLARK
Veteran Congressman and Staunch Democrat
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WILLIAM J. BRYAN
Democratic Standa.rd Bearer who always rolled up a tremendous vote
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THEODORE ROOSEVELT

© Underwood

"Idol of Americans"

"Clean politics is simply one form of applied good citizenship. No man can be a really good citizen
unless he takes a lively interest in politics from a high standpoint"
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WOODROW WILSON
"No man can hold off from affairs and count himself a faithful citizen"
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THOMAS R. MARSHALL
Vice-President under the Wilson Adm inistration
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ALFRED E. SMITH
Who rolled up the largest
popular vote ever recorded
for a Democratic candidate
for the Presidency. 473,000
votes, properly distributed
among the States, would
have elected him in 1928
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ALBERT C. RITCHIE
Governor of Maryland
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FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT
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Governor of New -York
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NEWTON D. BAKER
Secretary of War under Wilson
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WILLIA ~
Gover~~
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SAMUEL SEABURY
Distinguished Democrat
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JOHN W. DA VIS
Democratic Nominee in 1924
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JAMES M. COX
Democratic Nominee in 1920
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FORMER SENA TOR JAMES A. REED OF MISSOURI
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SENA TOR PAT HARRISON OF MISSISSIPPI
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WILLIAM RANDOLPH HEARST
Noted Publisher and Progressive Democrat
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SENATOR ROBINSON OF ARKANSAS
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OWEN D. YOUNG
Democratic Poss ibil ity for President
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WILLIAM G. MCADOO
Former Secretary of Treasury
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There Is . No ·Excuse for the Depression I
A Modified Capitalism, as Set Forth in the Book

-lFIE ABOLITION OF POVERTYI
By HARRISON E. FRYBERGER

Solves the Problem and Avoids the Danger of Communism
. / "In the summer of 1930 I was making a study
of economic conditions in Europe. In early
September, I was returning home. As we
were passing throngh South Bend on a fast
express train from New York to Chicago, the
train came to a violent stop-jerked sickeningly, and stopped again. We soon got the
story. An eyewitness related that a few minutes before the train arrived a young and slender girl had been walking up and down the
track, apparently waiting for the train. When
it approached, she flung herself in front of the
engine and was killed instantly.

(

"The coroner's investigation revealed that the
satchel the girl carried was almost empty. In
her purse was not even a one-cent piece.

*

*

*

*

"It seemed to me that the suicide of this girl

was symbolic not only of the world wide depression at that time existing, but it was a
protest, a mute yet powerful appeal for the
abolition of poverty in America."
Extract from the introduction to "The Abolition of Poverty."

r

"Its author packs much orderly and arresting thou.ght into a comparatively infinitesimal space."
·
The New York S11n.
"Mr. Fryberger has written a very powerful exposure of the abuses of irresponsible American capitalism and of uncontrolled financial speculation . . . Certainly, unless the flagrant defects which he reveals in our system are speedily corrected, Communism is inevitable."
DR. HARRY ELMER BARNES, of the New York World-Telegram.
''.Mr. Fryberger's book is not so much an attack as it is a plea for the reform of Capitalism by
capitalists."
St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
"The book deals with a question of surpassing and ever present interest and importance-the more
equitable distribution of wealth. The treatment thereof in this book is very much worthwhile."
HONORABLE WILLIAM A. CANT, Senior Judge of the
United States District Court of Minnesota.
"This book is . . . one of the signs of the times . . . The drift of American public ~entiment is
strongly away from acquisitive individualism, toward socialized altruism."
·
WILLIAM ALLEN WHITE, in the Emporia Gazette.
"I am impressed by your picture of conditions in the United States, and I feel that the remedies which
you suggest deserve careful consideration. I trust that both your great ideal and your proposals for
realizing it may be widely discussed by the people of this country."
United States Senator ARTHUR CAPPER.
"Coming from a man who is- a real authority; the b-ook . . . rs reliabk information orr many of the
everyday topics we . speak of constantly and really don't know a thing about."
The San Antonio News.
"The only way I can describe the book is to ~ay that it sounds like a clear, sane voice in a mad, wild
world. . . . 'The Abolition of Poverty' will cause more men to stop and think in a sensible and serious
manner than any other book of modern times."
·
Roy CoLE HURLBUT, Editor and Publisher, The Gulf Stream.
"Mr. Fryberger's judgments, which are set down in a simple, concise, almost newsy style, are, I think, as
sober as any that have emerged from the wilderness of explanations. The book, I believe, will be eagerly
sought and read."
The Syracuse (New York) Post-Standard.
"I am putting the book in our library and shall be eager to have all our students make its acquaintance.
It is particularly gratifying to me to find a lawyer making such a penetrating and sound ariaJysis of our
economic life."
DR. GEORGE W. COLEMAN, PH.D., President, Babson lmtitute.
"This corporation lawyer presents his case ably and honestly."
ROGER SHAW, in The Review of Reviews.

The most discussed book on economics published in America during the past 50 years.

PR I CE $1.50
Address Orders to THE POLITICAL HORIZON, 421 7th Ave.., NEW YORK, N. Y.
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"Unaccustomed as I am"I ... er, er ... a ... don't
know just wliat lo say on
the subject."

"I wasn't expecting
called on to speak."

IN. a. daze
he slumped to his seat. Failure
. when a good impression before
these men meant so much. Over the coffee ·
next morning, his wife noticed his gloomy, preoccupied air.
"What's the trouble,
dear?"
"Oh . . . nothing. I just
fumbled my big chance last
night, that's all!"
"John! You don't mean
that your big idea . didn't
go over?"
"I don't think so. But,
Great Scott, I didn't know they were going
to let me do the explaining. I outlined it to
Bell-he's the public speaker of our company! I thought he was going to do the
talking!"
"But, dear, that was so foolish. It was
your idea-why let Bell take all
the credit? They'll never recognize your ability if you sit back
all the time. You really ought
to learn how to speak in public I''
"Well, I'm too old to go to
school now. And, besides, I
haven't got the time!"
"Say, I've got the answer to
that. WheFe's that magazine?
.. . Here--read this. Here's an
internationally known institute
that offers a home study course
in effective speaking. They offer a free book
entitled How to Work Wonders With
* * *
For fifteen years the North American Institute
Words, which tells how any man can dehas been proving to men that ability to express one's
velop his natural speaking ability. Why not self
is the result of training, rather than a natural
send for it?"
gift of a chosen few. Any man with a grammar
He did. And a few minutes' reading of school education can absorb and apply quickly the

natural Laws of Conversation. With these laws
in mind, the faults of timidity, Self~consciousness,
stage-fright and lack of poise disappear; repressed
ideas and thoughts come forth in words of fire.

Send for This Amazin~ Book
Have you an open mind? Then send for
this free book, How to Work Wonders With
Words. Ov.er 65.,000 men in all walks of
life--1.ncluding many bankers, lawyers, poHM
ticians and other prominent men- have found
in this book a key that has open,ed
a veritable floodgate of natural
speaking ability. Sec for yourself
how you can bCcome a popular and
dominating speakerl Your copy is
waiting for ..you- free----:-slmply for
the mailing of the coupon.

Now
Sent

HowToWorA:.
H'onders with

FREE

Words

North American Institute
3601 Michl~n Ave., Dept. 3173, Chicago, Jll.
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North American lnsti!ute, Dept. 3173

Ave_., Chicago. 111.
I 3601 Michigan
send me FREE and without ohllgatlon mv I
I copyPlease
or your Inspiring booklet, How to urork Wonders I
Wtth Words, and full information
I Course
In EITectlve Speaking.,
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